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Abstract 

Introduction: In the vestibular schwannoma patients, the pathophysiologic mechanism 

of inner ear involvement is still unclear. We investigated the status of the cochleae in 

patients with vestibular schwannoma by evaluating the signal intensity of cochlear 

fluid on pre- and post-contrast enhanced thin section three-dimensional fluid 

attenuated inversion recovery (3D-FLAIR). 

Methods: Twenty-eight patients were retrospectively analyzed. Post-contrast images 

were obtained in 18 patients and 20 patients had the records of their pure-tone 

audiometry. Regions of interest of both cochleae (C) and of the medulla oblongata (M) 

were determined on 3D-FLAIR images by referring to 3D-heavily T2-weighted images 

on a workstation. The signal intensity ratio between C and M on the 3D-FLAIR images 

(CM ratio) was then evaluated. In addition, correlation between the CM ratio and the 

hearing level was also evaluated. 

Results: The CM ratio of the affected side was significantly higher than that of the 

unaffected side (p<0.001). In the affected side, post-contrast signal elevation was 

observed (p<0.005). In 13 patients (26 cochleae) who underwent both gadolinium 

injection and the pure-tone audiometry, the post-contrast CM ratio correlated with 

hearing level (p<0.05). 

Conclusion: The results of present study suggest that alteration of cochlear fluid 

composition and increased permeability of the blood-labyrinthine barrier exist in the 

affected side in patients with vestibular schwannoma. Furthermore, although weak, 

positive correlation between post-contrast cochlear signal intensity on 3D-FLAIR and 

hearing level warrants further study to clarify the relationship between 3D-FLAIR 

findings and prognosis of hearing preservation surgery. 
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Introduction 

In patients with vestibular schwannoma, presenting complaints are unilateral hearing 

reduction or an episode of sudden hearing loss, although the pathophysiologic 

mechanism of inner ear involvement is still unclear. In past reports, Silverstein et al. 

suggested protein level elevation of cochlear perilymph in patients with vestibular 

schwannoma who underwent the labyrinthine tap as the diagnostic test [1–4]. However, 

the labyrinthine tap has since been completely abandoned due to the risk of causing 

deafness. Currently, CT or MR imaging are the differential diagnosis tools of choice in 

patients with hearing loss. Therefore, investigation into cochlear protein levels have 

necessarily been suspended for the time being. 

CT is indicated to assess conduction hearing deficit while MR is the procedure of 

choice for sensorineural hearing loss. FLAIR (fluid attenuated inversion recovery) 

imaging is sensitive in detecting high protein contents in fluids such as cerebrospinal 

fluid and various cystic intracranial mass lesions [5, 6]. Three-dimensional FLAIR 

(3D-FLAIR) images can minimize the undesired inflow ghosts of cerebrospinal fluid 

flow [7], and enable recognition of the subtle compositional changes in lymph fluid in 

the inner ear that cannot be detected by T1-weighted images [8–10]. Furthermore, 

increased permeability of the blood-labyrinthine barrier can also be observed on 

post-contrast 3D-FLAIR images; this technique has been reported to be useful for 

pathophysiologic analysis of the inner ear in many auditory diseases such as sudden 

sensorineural hearing loss, cholesteatoma and cochlear otosclerosis [11–13]. 

The purposes of the present study were to evaluate the signal intensity of cochlear 

fluid on pre- and post-contrast-enhanced thin sections by 3D-FLAIR in patients with 
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vestibular schwannoma, and to investigate the relationship between auditory function 

and signal alteration. 

Materials and methods 

Study population 

This study was approved by the Ethics Review Committee of our institution (approval 

number 729). The requirement for informed patient consent was waived owing to the 

retrospective nature of the study. The records of 28 patients (10 males and 18 females; 

mean age, 62 years; range, 12–79 years) with unilateral vestibular schwannoma who 

underwent the MR imaging of the inner ear including 3D-FLAIR sequence at our 

hospital from January 2007 to June 2008 were retrospectively examined. All of the 

patients had been diagnosed on the basis of typical MR imaging appearances by an 

experienced neuroradiologist (S. N.). In this patient group, there was no bilateral case, 

neurofibromatosis type 2 or intracochlear lesion. Two patients underwent surgical 

treatment and one patient received gamma knife radiosurgery after diagnosis. The 

remaining 25 patients were followed without aggressive medical treatments such as 

surgical treatment and gamma knife radiosurgery. Three patients had a history of 

gamma knife radiosurgery before coming to our hospital. Eighteen patients also had 

pre- and post-contrast MR imaging of the inner ear by intravenous administration of 

gadolinium-diethylene-triamine pentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA; Magnevist, Bayer 

Yakuhin, Ltd., Osaka, Japan) or gadolinium-diethylene-triamine pentaacetic acid-bis 

(methylamide) (Gd-DTPA-BMA; Omniscan, Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). 

Twenty patients had the records of their pure-tone audiometry data within a month of 

the MR examination. In other eight patients, it was impossible to obtain pure-tone 
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audiometry data around the MR examination because some referred from other 

hospitals for MR imaging, others had longer interval from pure-tone audiometry to the 

MR examination. Thirteen patients underwent both gadolinium injection and the 

pure-tone audiometry. 

MR imaging protocol 

All patients underwent axial 3D-FLAIR, 3D-T1-weighted imaging (T1WI) and 

3D-heavily T2-weighted imaging (T2WI) of the inner ear. Images were obtained on 

whichever 3T scanner (MAGNETOM Trio; Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) or on 

two types of 1.5T scanners (MAGNETOM Avanto; Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany 

or EXCELART Vantage; Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) using a receive-only, 12-channel (on 

Siemens Trio, Avanto) or 10-channel (on Toshiba Vantage), phased-array coil. Ten 

patients obtained MR imaging on Trio scanner, 12 patients on Avanto scanner, and 6 

patients on Vantage scanner. Eighteen patients had 3D-FLAIR and 3D-T1WI after 

intravenous gadolinium contrast agent administration (Gd-DTPA or Gd-DTPA-BMA; 

0.1 mmol/kg body weight in total amount). After the contrast was administered, 

3D-T1WI was scanned first. Then post-contrast 3D-FLAIR was initiated 7 minutes after 

the gadolinium was administered so that the contrast of 3D-FLAIR was determined 

approximately 10 minutes after the administration of gadolinium. The slice thickness of 

all images was 0.8 mm. 

The sequence parameters for 3D-FLAIR, 3D-T1WI and 3D-heavily T2WI are shown 

in Table 1. 3D-T1WI were obtained using a spoiled gradient echo sequence. 3D-heavily 

T2WI were obtained using a gradient echo based sequence on a 3T scanner and a spin 

echo based sequence on 1.5T scanners. 
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MR imaging analysis 

Image analysis was performed on a picture archiving and communication system 

(PACS) workstation. In each patient, regions of interest (ROI) of both cochleae and of 

the medulla oblongata were determined on 3D-FLAIR images by referring to 

3D-heavily T2WI at a workstation (Figure 1). The ROI were drawn around each cochlea 

on the 3D-heavily T2WI at the level of the modiolus. Similarly, a ROI was drawn 

around the medulla oblongata on 3D-heavily T2WI. Then they were copied onto 

identical slices of 3D-FLAIR images, which provided the ROIs for the 3D-FLAIR 

images. The ratio of cochlear signal intensity to that of the medulla oblongata (CM 

ratio) on the 3D-FLAIR images was determined for each cochlea. In a manner similar to 

3D-FLAIR imaging, the CM ratio on 3D-T1WI was determined. The CM ratio was 

calculated in both pre-contrast and in post-contrast 3D-FLAIR and 3D-T1WI. The 

reason for selecting the medulla oblongata as the reference for calculating the CM ratio 

was to compare the cochlear signal intensity of affected side with that of unaffected side 

statistically. Tumors were classified into two groups, based on the presence or absence 

of extension to the cochlear area at the fundus of the internal auditory canal (IAC). The 

maximal linear diameters of the tumors were also measured on 3D-heavily T2WI. These 

measurements were performed by one radiologist (M.Y.) who did have prior knowledge 

of the existence of vestibular schwannoma. Measuring the signal in a blinded manner 

was not feasible in this study. 

Audiological assessment 

Hearing levels were evaluated using an audiometer (Model AA-79S; Rion, Tokyo, 

Japan) in a sound-insulated chamber. If the patient did not respond to the maximum 
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sound level produced by the audiometer, we defined the threshold as 5 dB added to the 

maximum level. The average hearing level was calculated as the mean of the hearing 

levels measured at 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 3,000 Hz on the basis of the American 

Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery guidelines in vestibular 

schwannoma [14]. 

Statistical analysis 

Differences in CM ratio between the affected and unaffected sides, between pre- and 

post-contrast, and the hearing level difference between affected and unaffected sides 

were compared using a paired t-test. The differences in CM ratio between the affected 

and unaffected sides were assessed in both pre-contrast and in post-contrast 3D-FLAIR 

and 3D-T1WI. Student’s t-test was used to compare the CM ratio on pre-contrast 

3D-FLAIR images on the affected side between the groups with or without invasion of 

the fundus of the IAC. Differences in CM ratio of the affected side between 3T scanner 

and 1.5T scanners on both 3D-FLAIR and 3D-T1WI were compared also using 

Student’s t-test. The relationship between the CM ratio on pre-contrast 3D-FLAIR and 

tumor diameter was investigated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient test. The 

relationship between the CM ratio on both pre- and post-contrast 3D-FLAIR images and 

hearing level was investigated using Spearman’s correlation coefficient by rank test. In 

our statistical analysis, a value of p<0.05 represented statistical significance. 

Results 
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Fourteen of the 28 tumors had extension to the cochlear area at the fundus of the IAC 

while the other 14 did not. The mean size of the vestibular schwannomas was 10.0 mm 

(range, 2.8–21.5 mm). 

None of the patients showed a visible abnormality of medulla oblongata on all images 

and high signal of cochlea that would have suggested hemorrhage on pre-contrast 

3D-T1WI. There was no significant difference between the affected side and unaffected 

side CM ratio on pre-contrast 3D-T1WI (the mean CM ratio was 0.46±0.07 on affected 

side, 0.46±0.07 on unaffected side, p=0.93). The mean CM ratio on the pre-contrast 

3D-FLAIR images for the affected side was 0.59±0.18, while that for the unaffected 

side was 0.33±0.10 (p<0.001, Figure 2). There was no significant difference in CM ratio 

on pre-contrast 3D-FLAIR and 3D-T1WI on the affected side between 3T scanner (the 

mean CM ratio was 0.68±0.12 on 3D-FLAIR, 0.44±0.06 on 3D-T1WI) and 1.5T 

scanners (the mean CM ratio was 0.54±0.19 on 3D-FLAIR, 0.47±0.08 on 3D-T1WI) 

(p=0.06 on 3D-FLAIR, p=0.20 on 3D-T1WI). In addition, there was no significant 

difference in CM ratio on pre-contrast 3D-FLAIR images of the affected side between 

tumors with extension to the cochlear area at the fundus of the IAC (the mean CM ratio 

was 0.63±0.13) and those without extension (the mean CM ratio was 0.55±0.22) 

(p=0.28). Furthermore, there was no significant correlation between tumor diameter and 

CM ratio on pre-contrast 3D-FLAIR images (r=0.37, p=0.05). 

In the 18 patients who had post-contrast imaging of the inner ear, the mean CM ratio 

on the post-contrast 3D-FLAIR images for the affected side was 0.74±0.15, while that 

for the unaffected side was 0.35±0.12 (p<0.001, Figure 3). There was no significant 

difference between the affected side and unaffected side CM ratio on post-contrast 
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3D-T1WI (the mean CM ratio was 0.46±0.08 on affected side, 0.44±0.07 on unaffected 

side, p=0.26). In the affected side of the 18 patients who had post-contrast imaging of 

the inner ear, the mean CM ratio on pre-contrast 3D-FLAIR images was 0.66±0.13, 

while that for the post-contrast images was 0.74±0.15 (p<0.005). There was no 

significant difference between pre- and post-contrast CM ratio on 3D-T1WI of the 

affected side (the mean CM ratio was 0.45±0.08 on pre-contrast, 0.45±0.07 on 

post-contrast, p=0.60). There was no significant difference in CM ratio on post-contrast 

3D-FLAIR and 3D-T1WI on the affected side between 3T scanner (the mean CM ratio 

was 0.80±0.13 on 3D-FLAIR, 0.45±0.07 on 3D-T1WI) and 1.5T scanners (the mean 

CM ratio was 0.68±0.15 on 3D-FLAIR, 0.46±0.09 on 3D-T1WI) (p=0.09 on 3D-FLAIR, 

p=0.75 on 3D-T1WI). In the unaffected side, there were no significant differences 

between pre- and post-contrast CM ratio on both 3D-FLAIR (the mean CM ratio was 

0.33±0.11 on pre-contrast, 0.35±0.12 on post-contrast, p=0.88) and 3D-T1WI (the mean 

CM ratio was 0.46±0.07 on pre-contrast, 0.44±0.07 on post-contrast, p=0.21). 

In the 20 patients who underwent a pure-tone audiometry, the mean hearing level for 

the affected side was 53.2±33.2 dB, while that for the unaffected side was 22.7±14.3 dB 

(p<0.001). When we limit the evaluation only on affected side, Spearman’s correlation 

coefficient by rank test showed no significant correlation between both pre- and 

post-contrast CM ratio on 3D-FLAIR images and hearing level (pre-contrast: n=20, 

r=0.06; post-contrast: n=13, r=-0.02). Meanwhile, provided affected side and unaffected 

side were assessed together, there was no significant correlation between pre-contrast 

CM ratio on 3D-FLAIR images and hearing level (n=40, r=0.27, p=0.09), although the 

CM ratio on post-contrast 3D-FLAIR images correlated with hearing level (n=26, 

r=0.47, p<0.05, Figure 4). 
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Discussion 

The results of the present study suggest alteration of cochlear fluid composition in the 

affected side of patients with vestibular schwannoma. This is consistent with previous 

studies using the surgical approach [1–4, 15–17]. MR imaging using the 3D-FLAIR 

technique makes it possible to determine the condition of the inner ear lymph fluid 

without cerebrospinal fluid inflow and pulsation artifacts or invasive surgical 

procedures, which carry some risk of contamination of the perilymph with blood and 

other fluids. On 3D-T1WI, changes in inner ear lymph fluid composition cannot be 

recognized. 

We also observed post-contrast signal elevation on the affected side. Usually on 

3D-FLAIR images, enhancement of the cochlear fluid cannot be detected at 10 minutes 

after gadolinium injection [18]. Therefore, this result suggests increased permeability of 

the blood-labyrinthine barrier in the affected side. On the other hand, there was no 

significant difference between pre- and post-contrast CM ratio on 3D-T1WI. The 

contrast effect on FLAIR is reported to be higher than T1WI at the concentration of 

extravasated gadolinium below 0.7 mmol/L [19, 20]. It is more than probable that the 

leakage of gadolinium contrast agent to cochlear fluid is too low concentration to 

recognize on T1WI. Furthermore, provided affected side and unaffected side were 

assessed together, correlation between the post-contrast CM ratio on 3D-FLAIR images 

and the degree of hearing impairment was suggested, although no correlation was 

observed between the pre-contrast CM ratio and hearing level. Thus it appears that in 

patients with vestibular schwannoma, increased permeability of the blood-labyrinthine 

barrier in the cochlea may be one of the important causes of hearing loss, as seen in 
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cases of meningitis, and noise-induced and sensorineural hearing loss [21–23]. However, 

when we evaluate only on affected side, there was no significant correlation between 

CM ratio on 3D-FLAIR images and hearing level. This result possibly to be caused by 

small number of patients, further accumulation of cases and additional evaluation are 

necessary. Additionally, although the correlation between tumor diameter and CM ratio 

on pre-contrast 3D-FLAIR images did not reach significance (p=0.05), the r value 

obtained 0.37 likely indicates that the reason for this result is the small number of 

patients included. 

The protein level elevation of cochlear perilymph in patients with vestibular 

schwannoma was reported in past times, and the origin of the elevated protein was 

discussed in many studies [1-4, 15-17, 24-27]. There are three main hypotheses that 

explain the cause of increased cochlear perilymph protein level in patients with 

vestibular schwannoma. These are cochlear membrane damage by blood vessel stasis 

either in artery or vein resulting in increased permeability [2, 16, 24], neuroaxonal 

protein transport blockage in the cochlear nerve caused by tumor compression [17], and 

cell-mediated immune reaction in the inner ear to antigenic properties of vestibular 

schwannomas [26, 27]. Each pattern could cause perilymph protein increase. However, 

a vascular disorder, more specifically increased permeability of the blood-labyrinthine 

barrier, might also be closely related to the degree of hearing loss in patients with 

vestibular schwannoma, based on the present study. 

Yoshida et al. reported that cochlear signal intensity on 3D-FLAIR images in patients 

with sudden sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) was increased in many cases and that a 

high signal in the cochlea on pre-contrast 3D-FLAIR images is related to a poor hearing 
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prognosis, although they found no relationship between cochlear signal intensity and 

initial hearing level [28]. Meanwhile, hearing improvement in patients who showed 

post-contrast enhancement on 3D-FLAIR images in the affected inner ear was not 

significantly different from that in patients who did not. Although the pathology of 

SNHL remains unclear, vascular compromise and immunologic diseases have been 

hypothesized [29, 30], which might have something in common with the pathological 

hypotheses in vestibular schwannoma. Thus, pre-contrast cochlear signal intensity on 

3D-FLAIR images might be a prognostic factor in patients with vestibular schwannoma. 

In addition, cochlear post-contrast 3D-FLAIR signal intensity has the potential for 

correlation with initial hearing level in patients with sudden sensorineural hearing loss. 

The 3D-FLAIR technique can provide high resolution images [31, 32]. In addition, 

FLAIR images are sensitive in detecting a high protein content of fluid [5, 6]. It is 

conceivable that a signal decrease on CISS images, which reflects liquid T2/T1 

lowering, can indicate the existence of hemorrhage and/or a high protein content of fluid 

[33, 34]. However, in past reports, most signal changes observed on 3D-FLAIR images 

could not be detected on CISS images [28, 35, 36]. Consequently, 3D-FLAIR images 

appear more sensitive in detecting a high protein content of fluid than CISS images. 

Furthermore, because signal changes in CISS images are represented as loss of intensity, 

it is difficult to completely avoid the influence of magnetic susceptibility artifacts and 

the partial volume effect [37]. Therefore, we applied 3D-FLAIR in the current 

investigation to evaluate cochlear fluid composition changes in patients with vestibular 

schwannoma. 
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Somers et al. reported that intra-labyrinthine signal intensity on CISS images should 

be a valuable tool for determining candidacy for hearing preservation surgery [34]. 

When a cochlear signal intensity decrease is detected on CISS images, it is conceivable 

that a relatively strong composition change may arise in the lymph fluid. On the other 

hand, 3D-FLAIR images would be so sensitive in detecting the protein content of fluid 

that faint and reversible alterations in lymph fluid composition could be detected. 

Consequently, in the future, quantitative analysis of cochlear signal intensity using 

3D-FLAIR images may be a prognostic indicator of hearing preservation surgery. 

Recently, Bhadelia et al. reported a cochlear FLAIR signal increase in patients with 

vestibular schwannoma using 5 mm section thickness, two-dimensional pre-contrast 

FLAIR imaging [38]. They were able to place ROI within the cochlea without difficulty 

because the cochlea was markedly hyperintense on the affected side, although 

evaluation of the unaffected side and control subjects was difficult due to the small size 

of the cochlea. In our study, 0.8 mm thick high resolution isotropic 3D-FLAIR imaging 

was used and the ROI were set with accuracy by referring to 3D-heavily T2WI. On the 

other hand, our study has some limitations, in that our retrospective study collected data 

from images taken by multiple MR scanners, group of patients was heterogenous and 

signal intensity measurement was semiquantitative without using external phantoms for 

reference. 

In conclusion, the results of the present study suggest that alteration of cochlear fluid 

composition and increased permeability of the blood-labyrinthine barrier are present in 

the affected side in patients with vestibular schwannoma. Furthermore, we found, 

although weak, positive correlation between post-contrast cochlear signal intensity on 
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3D-FLAIR images and the degree of hearing impairment. These results suggest that 

alteration of perilymph composition might be responsible for inner ear disorders in 

patients with vestibular schwannoma and that increased permeability of the 

blood-labyrinthine barrier might be closely related to the degree of hearing loss. These 

results warrant the further study to clarify the relationship between 3D-FLAIR findings 

and prognosis of hearing preservation surgery. 

Figure Legends 

Figure 1 

A 3D-CISS image and a 3D-FLAIR image at the level of the modiolus (a, b) and a 

3D-FLAIR image at the level of the medulla oblongata (c) of a 36-year-old man with 

vestibular schwannoma in his right internal auditory canal (IAC) are presented. 

Vestibular schwannoma was detected in the IAC (arrows on a, b). The ROI of the 

cochlea were determined on 3D-FLAIR images by referring to 3D-heavily T2WI at a 

workstation. The ROI were drawn around each cochlea on the 3D-heavily T2WI at the 

level of the modiolus (a), then they were copied onto identical slices of 3D-FLAIR 

images (b), which provided the ROIs for 3D-FLAIR imaging. The ROIs of the medulla 

oblongata on 3D-FLAIR images were similarly set (c). 

Figure 2 

Bilateral 3D-CISS images (a, b) and pre-contrast 3D-FLAIR images (c, d) at the level of 

the modiolus of a 49-year-old man with vestibular schwannoma in his right internal 

auditory canal (arrows on a, c) are presented. A right cochlear signal intensity increase 

is seen on the 3D-FLAIR image (arrowhead on c). On the other hand, the left cochlear 
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signal intensity on the 3D-FLAIR image is very faint and it has ill-defined borders. On 

3D-CISS images, cochlear signal intensity difference between both sides is not so 

obvious as 3D-FLAIR. 

Figure 3 

Bilateral 3D-CISS images (a, b), pre- (c, d) and post-contrast (e, f) 3D-T1WI, and pre- 

(g, h) and post-contrast (i, j) 3D-FLAIR images at the level of the modiolus of a 

55-year-old woman with vestibular schwannoma in her left internal auditory canal (IAC, 

arrow on b, f) are presented. On the 3D-T1WI, there is no signal difference between 

both cochleae and no signal elevation is observed after gadolinium injection. In contrast, 

on the pre-contrast 3D-FLAIR image, the left cochlear signal intensity increase is seen 

(arrowhead on h). On the post-contrast 3D-FLAIR image, further signal elevation of the 

left cochlea can be observed (arrowhead on j). In addition, leakage of gadolinium agent 

is seen at the fundus of the left IAC (arrow on j). 

Figure 4 

In all 13 patients (26 ears) who underwent both gadolinium injection and a pure-tone 

audiometry, the post-contrast CM ratio on 3D-FLAIR correlated with hearing level 

(r=0.47, p<0.05). 
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Table 1 MR sequence parameters 

 

 

3D-FLAIR sequence parameters 

 

 Scanner   

 3T (Siemens Trio) 1.5 (Siemens Avanto) 1.5T (Toshiba Vantage) 

Repetition time (ms) 9000 8000 9000 

Echo time (ms) 458 or 638 295 or 316 or 339 80 

Inversion time (ms) 2500 2300 2500 

Reconstructed voxel size (mm
3
) 0.7  0.7  0.8 0.8  0.8  0.8 0.7  0.7  0.8 

Echo train length 119 or 171 141 68 

Echo space (ms) 3.7 4.3 or 4.6 6.5 or 10 

Parallel factor 2 
a
 2 

a
 2 

b
 

Pulse sequence SPACE SPACE FASE 

Scan time (minutes’ seconds”) 5’ 26” 6’ 26” 6’ 45” 
 

 

3D-T1 weighted imaging sequence parameters 

 

 Scanner   

 3T (Siemens Trio) 1.5 (Siemens Avanto) 1.5T (Toshiba Vantage) 

Repetition time (ms) 6.9 or 7.7 8.4 or 9.3 or 9.7 23.0 

Echo time (ms) 3.3 3.5 or 3.6 or 3.9 or 4.4 

or 4.6 

5.5 

Reconstructed voxel size (mm
3
) 0.6  0.6  0.8 0.8  0.6  0.8 0.7  0.7  0.8 or 0.8  

0.7  0.8 or 0.8  0.8  

0.8 

Parallel factor 2 
a
 2 

a
 1 

Pulse sequence VIBE VIBE SPGR 

Scan time (minutes’ seconds”) 3’ 49” or 4’ 16” 3’ 31” or 3’ 52” or 4’ 

02” 

3’ 47” 

 

 

3D-heavily T2 weighted imaging sequence parameters 

 

Table 1



 Scanner   

 3T (Siemens Trio) 1.5 (Siemens Avanto) 1.5T (Toshiba Vantage) 

Repetition time (ms) 6.4 or 8.8 1200 4000 

Echo time (ms) 3.2 or 4.4 262 or 264 240 or 300 

Reconstructed voxel size (mm
3
) 0.5  0.5  0.8 0.8  0.6  0.8 0.6  0.3  0.8 or 0.6  

0.4  0.8 

Echo train length - 71 72 

Echo space (ms) - 5.7 or 6.1 15 

Parallel factor 2 
a
 2 

a
 1 

Pulse sequence CISS SPACE FASE 

Scan time (minutes’ seconds”) 3’ 15” or 5’ 13” 4’ 21” 5’ 56” 
 

       
a
 GRAPPA: Generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition 

b
 SPEEDER: A kind of SENSE (Sensitivity encoding) 

   SPACE: Sampling perfection with application optimized contrast using different flip angle evolutions 

    FASE: Fast asymmetric spin echo 

   VIBE: Volumetric interpolated breath hold examination 

    SPGR: Spoiled gradient recalled acquisition in the steady state 

 CISS: Constructive interference in the steady state 
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